ternal vertex and an incident external edge. A polygon in such a graph G of such a map is Hamiltoniati if it includes all the vertices of G.
In [ 11, the average number of Hamiltonian polygons in a member of the class of nonisomorphic rooted triangu'ar maps with y2 internal and k external edges is treated. An analogous result for triangulations is dealt with here. For a more complete treatment of the definitions involved in the introduction, the reader is referred to [ 1, Section 11.
The enumeration of Hamiltonian rooted maps
A triangulation or triangular map is Hamiltonian rooted if one of its Hamiltonian polygons is distinguisized as root polygon. Let f,z k denote the number 4 Hamiltonian rooted triangulations with k external and N internal vertices. In future, we refer to *naps with n internal and k external vertices as maps of type (n, k).
We define the generating function F(x, y) by the formal power series, where ';I is the number of Hamiltonian triangular maps of type (rz, 2) in which the root polygon contains the root edge. This generating funcn will be useful in defining F(x, y) in an implicit form. Using the mbstation and results of [ i 1, it is evident that Let us refer to any proper maximal submap of type (n, 2) of a trianalar mp as a fir& map, A link map of a Hamiltonian map mud conin a Hamiltonian arc connecting its two external vertices. Looking at such a map in its own ri&t, we msy root it by distinguishing one of its externa'r vertices and edges in accordance with some ccznvention, then convert it to a Hamiltonian rooted map of type (E, 2) whose root polygon passes through its root edge lay adjoining the root edg2 to the Hamiltonian arc previously mentioned. If we replace all such maps in a amihonian rooted triangular map of type (n, k), k 2 3, by single edges, we obtain a Hamiltonian rooted triangulation. Conversely, every Ham& tonian rooted map may be obtained in a unique fashion by reversing the procedure. Thus we obtain the functional equation we have F(x, .v) defined implicity by trle relation (7) F(ac (1 + R(x)), y (1 + R(x))) = P(x, y) .
Determination of fn k

I
In this section, we develop a method to determine fn k. Comparing the coefficients of yk on both sides of (4) 
In particular, ( i O)., ( 1 1) and (3 j give
S=O
Thus (20) and (14) give the recurrence relation c21) fr,k =P,kfor y1 = 0, 1, . . . . k = 3, 4, . . . . s=o from which fKk can be computed. In particular, for k 2 3, we have 
